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ABSTRACT

In Software-Defined Networking (SDN), the control and data planes are decoupled, leading to a more
programmable and efficient network management. In this paper, the controller placement problem in
SDN is addressed, jointly with the problem of exploring a high-availability tree subgraph, in order
to support delay and availability requirements between the switches and the controllers. We consider
that each switch connects to a primary and to a backup controller. We formulate the joint optimization
model as an integer linear programming model (ILP), and propose a heuristic method when the exact
model becomes impractical. Furthermore, we compare two ILP formulations, and we also compare
the controller redundancy solutions with those considering path redundancy alone.

1. Introduction1

Software-DefinedNetworking (SDN) simplifies network2

management and allows for rapid network innovations. Tra-3

ditionally, the forwarding and control planes were integrated4

into the network switches. However, as the complexity of5

networks increased, the paradigm of decoupling the control6

and data (forwarding) planes became more and more signif-7

icant. The network management and control decisions are8

centralized in the control planewhich consists in one ormore9

SDN controllers, while the data plane switches basically be-10

come forwarding devices managed by the controllers. This11

approach circumvents the high cost of black box technol-12

ogy, providing higher network programmability and more13

efficient network management.14

The benefits of SDN has led to real deployments espe-15

cially in datacenters, such as Google’s B4 [1], and in campus16

and enterprise networks. There is also a significant effort to17

deploy SDN in transport networks [2]. Especially with the18

advent of 5G, SDN is a promising approach for transport lay-19

ers to meet the demands of very high availability and band-20

width [3, 4]. Several works address SDN optimization prob-21

lems for transport networks related to bandwidth [4], protec-22

tion [5], service provisioning and restoration [6, 7] and even23

availability [8].24

In this paper, we address the SDN controller placement25

problem (CPP) under delay and availability constraints. The26

CPP addresses the question of how many controllers and27

where to deploy them in the network. It was introduced in28

[9] and shown to be NP-hard.29

The controller placement is strongly influenced by the30

delays between the switches and the controllers, called switch-31

controller (SC) delays [10]. For practical reasons, multiple32

controllers are deployed in the network that function as a log-33
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ically centralized unit. Synchronization between controllers 34

can result in important delays between the controllers them- 35

selves, called controller-controller (CC) delays [11]. Sev- 36

eral works have studied the CPP under different delay and 37

load balancing criteria. In [12], the authors aim at selecting 38

several controller placement solutions, under multiple objec- 39

tives: number of controllers, maximum SC delay, maximum 40

CC delay and controller load balance. However, minimizing 41

the average SC and CC delays are conflicting objectives [11] 42

since considering more controllers will, in general, decrease 43

the average SC delay but increase the average CC delay. 44

In our work, we consider maximum SC and CC delay 45

guarantees, as in [13]. Moreover, we consider that each switch 46

connects to a primary and backup controller via a node-disjoint 47

pair of paths. We intend to optimize the controller placement 48

guaranteeing the maximum delay requirements, and guar- 49

anteeing a minimum end-to-end availability between each 50

switch and its controllers. However, the desired end-to-end 51

availability cannot always be achieved by path redundancy 52

alone [14]. 53

In [15], the concept of a spine is proposed, where a higher 54

availability subgraph exists in the network. In this work, we 55

also consider such a subgraph, where its links can be up- 56

graded to have increased availability at a given cost [16]. 57

This can be done by reducing the average time to repair of 58

the link and/or by reducing the average time between fail- 59

ures (for example, by installing more robust equipment on 60

the link or by burying a link). The existence of this sub- 61

graph in the network allows high resilience routing and also 62

resiliency differentiation, in a more effective manner than 63

just increasing availability through path redundancy [16]. 64

Our previous works [17] and [18], have also addressed 65

the CPP problem in the context of availability link upgrade. 66

In [17], we consideredmaximum delay and availability guar- 67

antees for the paths connecting each switch to its controller 68

(control paths). Path redundancy was not considered. In 69

[18], we extended thework to include path redundancy. Each 70

switch connects to its primary controller via a pair of node- 71
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disjoint paths. The end-to-end availability was guaranteed72

for the pair of paths, by considering a spanning tree subgraph73

whose links could be upgraded to have high availability. For74

both works, we considered integer linear programming (ILP)75

models to solve the problems.76

In our recent paper [19], we have also addressed the CPP77

problem in the context of availability link upgrade, consider-78

ing geodiversity. The ILP model in [19] can be simplified to79

consider controller redundancy (without geodiversity). How-80

ever, we present here a clean version of the ILPmodel for our81

optimization problem with controller redundancy.82

The contribution of this paper is as follows: (i) we relate83

the ILP formulations used in [17] and [18] (for the simplest84

form of our problem), and show that the latter is more ef-85

ficient than the former; (ii) we present the clean ILP model86

considering controller redundancy via node-disjoint paths,87

which is a derivative from the ILP model in [19]; (iii) we88

present amore thorough analysis between path and controller89

redundancy than in [19], where the focus was on the perfor-90

mance of different geodiverse solutions; (iv) we propose a91

heuristic for solving the addressed joint optimization prob-92

lem, when the exact method becomes impractical.93

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief94

summary of the most relevant related work is presented. In95

Section 3, the addressed CPP problem is described and the96

availability link upgrade model is presented. In Section 4,97

the joint optimization of primary and backup controller place-98

ment and spine upgrade problem is formulated as an ILP99

model. In Section 5, the relation between the formulations100

used in [17] and [18] is presented. In Section 6, a heuris-101

tic for the addressed CPP problem is proposed, for instances102

where the exact ILP model becomes impractical. In Section103

7, the computational results comparing the two formulations104

and assessing the exact ILP model and the heuristic method105

are presented. Finally, Section 8 presents the conclusions.106

2. Related Work107

In [20], the CPP is addressed for single link failures, con-108

sidering path redundancy and controller redundancy. The109

authors aim at minimizing the average SC delays. A more110

recent work addressing the CPP against multiple link fail-111

ures is [21], where the switches can reconnect to a surviving112

controller in case of disconnection to its primary controller.113

The authors aim at minimizing the worst-case SC delay.114

In [13], the CPP is addressed considering controller re-115

dundancy, to make the network robust against multiple con-116

troller failures. The authors assume that the switches can117

reconnect to the closest surviving controller when they lose118

connectivitywith their primary controller. Robustness against119

multiple controller failures is also addressed in [22], for the120

capacitated CPP. The authors aim to minimize the number of121

controllers, while guaranteeing that each switch is assigned122

a given number of backup controllers.123

The CPP has also been addressed against targeted at-124

tacks. In [23] and [24], the authors aim at optimizing the125

controller placement, against a set of targeted attacks lead-126

ing to multiple node failures. 127

There have also been works that addressed the CPP in 128

the context of availability. In [25], the CPP is addressed for 129

a multiple failure scenario to assess the network availability. 130

In this work, the controller placement is based on a failure 131

correlation assessment of network nodes and links. In this 132

context, [26] has also addressed the CPP considering failure 133

probability of each network component. The authors pro- 134

pose several heuristics for the CPP to maximize the avail- 135

ability of the control paths. 136

In [27], the CPP is addressed in order to guarantee avail- 137

ability requirements for the control paths. The authors con- 138

sider that each switch connects to a primary and to one or 139

more backup controllers. This work is extended in [28], 140

where an enhanced algorithm is presented. In this work, they 141

show that the number of controllers placed in the network 142

is strongly correlated to the number of nodes with degree 1 143

(also known as leaves or spokes). 144

These papers do not address the CPP under delay and 145

availability guarantees simultaneously. We introduced the 146

joint optimization of the controller placement under such 147

guarantees in [17]. We further extended the work in [18] 148

to include path redundancy and considered the spine to be a 149

spanning tree. In [19], we considered this framework where 150

geodiversity guarantees were further imposed. 151

3. Primary and Backup Controller Placement 152

and Spine Design Problem 153

The problem addressed in this paper consists in select- 154

ing the controller placement and the set of links to be up- 155

graded, such that the upgrade cost is minimized. However, 156

another important objective is to minimize the number of 157

controllers, in order to minimize intercontroller communi- 158

cation overhead. 159

Due to the discrete nature of C , we can solve a single 160

objective optimization problem for each value of C , aiming 161

to minimize the upgrade cost. Therefore, we obtain a set of 162

solutions representing the trade-off between the number of 163

controllers and the upgrade cost. By selecting the nondomi- 164

nated solutions (solutions for which no other can be better in 165

both the number of controllers and the upgrade cost simulta- 166

neously), we obtain the Pareto front for our biobjective op- 167

timization problem of minimizing the number of controllers 168

and minimizing the upgrade cost. 169

In the framework of this paper, we consider that each 170

switch connects to a primary and a backup controller via a 171

pair of node-disjoint paths. This ensures protection against 172

single link, node or controller failures. We certify that CC 173

delay between any two controllers is at mostDcc . Likewise, 174

the SC delay between each switch and its primary controller 175

is at most a stipulatedmaximum valueDsc . Thesemaximum 176

values ensure that the control plane has reasonable perfor- 177

mance, as a logically centralized control plane in the failure- 178

free case. Considering that the frequency of SC communi- 179

cations exceeds that of CC communications, we postulate 180

that Dsc < Dcc . However, we do not guarantee a maximum 181
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value for the delay between each switch and its backup con-182

troller. The minimum value C for the number of controllers183

can be obtained by solving the CPP problem with respect to184

the delay requirements alone [23].185

The node-disjoint pair of paths between each switch and186

its primary and backup controllers, is required to have a min-187

imum end-to-end availability of at least 0 < � ≲ 1. Con-188

sider a node-disjoint path pair, such that the availability of189

primary path and of the backup path of the pair, is given by190

p and b respectively. Then the availability of the path191

pair is given by = 1 − (1 −p)(1 −b). The target path192

pair availability, �, will be ensured by guaranteeing that the193

primary path availability of at least �p and the backup path194

availability of at least �b are such that 1−(1−�p)(1−�b) ≥ �195

[16]. We assume �p > �b, given that the maximum delay for196

the primary control paths and the availability of the paths de-197

pend on their length.198

We further assume that the links of the network can be199

upgraded to have enhanced availability, in order to achieve200

the required target availabilities. We impose that the up-201

graded links belong to a tree subgraph. However, neither202

the primary nor the backup paths are imposed to be routed203

over the tree subgraph. If needed, the paths will use the links204

belonging to the tree subgraph in order to achieve the neces-205

sary target availability.206

The SDN plane is characterized by an undirected graph
G = (N,E), with node set N and link set E. Each link
is defined the set of its end nodes, {i, j}, with i ≠ j and
i, j ∈ N . The default availability of the links is distance-
based and given by [29, pages 185-186]:

�0ij = 1 − MTTR
MTBFij

, {i, j} ∈ E (1)

where MTTR = 24 h designates the mean time to repair,207

andMTBFij represents the mean time between failures (in208

hours) of link {i, j} which is given by MTBFij = CC ×209

365×24∕lij , whereCC = 450 km corresponds to the cable210

cut rate and lij is the link length.211

Each link of the selected tree subgraph can be upgraded,
so that the unavailability is decreased by a given value " ∈
(0, 1). We assume that there are � levels of link upgrade.
The unavailability of {i, j}, upgraded to level k = 1, ..., �, is
denoted as �kij and given by �kij = (1 − ")�k−1ij [16]. Differ-
ently from [16], we do not consider any level of availability
link downgrade. Since the default unavailability is given by
�0ij = 1 − �0ij , we have that �

k
ij = 1 − �kij and so

�kij = �k−1ij +"−"�k−1ij , k = 1, ..., �, {i, j} ∈ E (2)

The availability of a link can be upgraded to a level k,
incurring in a cost given by [16, 30]:

ckij = −lij ⋅ln

(

1 − �kij
1 − �0ij

)

, k = 1, .., �, {i, j} ∈ E (3)

To better illustrate these ideas, consider Fig 1. In the212

example, we have considered the nobel_germany network213

from SNDlib [31] with C = 4 controllers. The controller 214

nodes are shown as large red circles. The tree subgraph is 215

shown in solid lines, where the thickness of the links is pro- 216

portional to the level of upgrade: the thinnest link is not up- 217

graded (k = 0), while thickest links are upgraded to level 218

k = 2. 219
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Figure 1: Nobel_germany network with C = 4 controllers.
The tree subgraph is shown in solid lines. The controller
nodes are indicated by large red circles. The primary paths
and backup paths for nodes 9 and 14 to their primary and
backup controllers are shown by red dashed lines and by blue
dashed lines with ‘+’ markers, respectively.

Note that the thickest links are those that serve the paths 220

of nodes further away from the controllers. To show this, the 221

primary paths of nodes 9 and 14 to their primary controllers 222

are depicted as red dashed lines, while the backup paths to 223

their backup controllers are depicted as dashed blue lines 224

with ‘+’ markers. The required availabilities are �p = 0.999 225

and �b = 0.99. 226

Note that node 14 connects to the controller in node 16 227

as its primary and to the controller in node 1 as its backup. 228

The shortest path to the backup controller is using the di- 229

rect link {1, 14}. However this link does not belong to the 230

tree subgraph and its length is too long to allow for �b to 231

be achieved. Therefore, the backup path is routed using the 232

upgraded links. 233

Also note that node 9 connects to the controller in node 234

17 as its primary and to the controller in node 10 as its backup. 235

Although the controller in node 10 is closest, the controller 236

in node 17 still satisfies the maximum delay guarantee and 237
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allows for �p to be achieved, since the direct link belongs to238

the tree subgraph and is upgraded to level k = 2. Although239

the link connecting node 9 to the controller in node 10 is240

not available enough for the primary path, it does satisfy the241

smaller backup availability without needing to be upgraded,242

and therefore node 10 serves as the backup controller.243

4. Joint Optimization of Controller Placement244

and Spine Upgrade245

The optimization problem we address is the controller246

placement problem in SDN, jointly with the problem of min-247

imizing the cost of the upgraded links on a high-availability248

tree subgraph (the spine). Each node is guaranteed to con-249

nect to two controllers, one as primary and one as backup,250

via a pair of node-disjoint paths. Maximum delay guaran-251

tees are imposed between the controllers and between the252

nodes and their primary controllers. Minimum availability253

requirements are also imposed for the primary and backup254

paths of each node to their controllers, in order to achieve a255

target end-to-end availability.256

The optimization problem is formulated as an ILPmodel.257

The spine is modelled as a spanning tree. After the ILP has258

been solved, the non-upgraded links connecting to leaves are259

pruned. The resulting subgraph is a tree connecting the up-260

graded links and such that all the links connecting to leaves261

are upgraded. This makes clear which links constitute the262

smallest connected improved subgraph contained in the span-263

ning tree.264

The following additional definitions are needed to for-265

mulate the ILP model. Let A designate the the set of arcs or266

directed links, such that for each link {i, j} ∈ E there is a267

pair of symmetrical arcs (i, j), (j, i) ∈ A. The set of nodes268

adjacent to each node i ∈ N is denoted by V (i), formally269

V (i) = {j ∈ N ∶ {i, j} ∈ E}, ∀i ∈ N . The delay be-270

tween two nodes i and j is represented by dij , and defined,271

as in [9, 13], by the shortest distance between those nodes.272

Consider the following parameters:273

C number of controllers274

Dsc maximum delay between a node and its primary con-275

troller276

Dcc maximum delay between any pair of controllers277

�p target availability for the primary path278

�b target availability for the backup path279

� target end-to-end availability: 1−(1−�p)(1−�b) ≥ �280

�kij availability of link {i, j} ∈ E for default level (k = 0)281

or for upgraded level k > 0282

� arbitrary node referred as the root node to model the283

spanning tree for the spine284

tsi binary parameter that is 1 if i = s, and 0 otherwise285

and the following decision variables:286

yi binary variable that is 1 if a controller is placed in node 287

i, and 0 otherwise 288

asi binary variable that is 1 if the primary controller of 289

node s is placed in node i, and 0 otherwise 290

bsi binary variable that is 1 if the backup controller of 291

node s is placed in node i, and 0 otherwise 292

zkij binary variable that is 1 if link {i, j} ∈ E is upgraded 293

to level k, and 0 otherwise (k = 1, ..., �) 294

xs0ij binary variable that is 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A belongs to the 295

primary path of node s to its primary controller when 296

link {i, j} ∈ E is not upgraded, and 0 otherwise 297

xskij binary variable that is 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A belongs to the 298

primary path of node s to its primary controller when 299

link {i, j} ∈ E is upgraded to level k, and 0 otherwise 300

(k = 1, ..., �) 301

us0ij binary variable that is 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A belongs to the 302

backup path of node s to its backup controller when 303

link {i, j} ∈ E is not upgraded, and 0 otherwise 304

uskij binary variable that is 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A belongs to the 305

backup path of node s to its backup controller when 306

link {i, j} ∈ E is upgraded to level k, and 0 otherwise 307

(k = 1, ..., �) 308

��ij binary variable that is 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A is in the path 309

from node � to root node �, and 0 otherwise 310

�ij binary variable that is 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A belongs to the 311

spanning tree, and 0 otherwise 312

Note that the definition of decision variables xskij is sep- 313

arated into xs0ij and xskij , with k ≥ 1; similarly with decision 314

variables us0ij and u
sk
ij . This is done to make the ILP formula- 315

tion more clear, namely when introducing the link upgrade 316

constraints. 317

The availability guarantee constraints are nonlinear in 318

nature. Previously, the constraints were linearized by us- 319

ing approximate methods, but in [17] we introduced an exact 320

linearization for such constraints. Since, it is not possible to 321

linearize the end-to-end availability guarantees for a pair of 322

paths, we employ �p and �b target availabilities (as explained 323

in the previous section) to achieve linearized expressions for 324

such constraints.We now present, in Proposition 1, the lin- 325

earized expressions for the availability constraints to be used 326

in the ILP model (as used in [18]). To make the paper self- 327

contained the proof of Proposition 1, derived in [18] is given 328

in the Appendix. 329

Proposition 1. The linearized expression related to the avail-
ability of the primary path of node s, assuming links can be
upgraded up to � levels, can be expressed as

s =
∑

(i,j)∈A

�
∑

k=0
xskij log(�

k
ij) (4)
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The ILP model for our joint optimization of controller
placement and spine upgrade is given by:

min
�
∑

k=1

∑

{i,j}∈E
ckijz

k
ij (5)

s.t.

Controller placement constraints:
∑

i∈N
yi = C (6)

∑

j∈N∶
dij≤Dsc

yj ≥ 1 i ∈ N (7)

yi + yj ≤ 1 i ∈ N, j ∈ N∖{i} ∶ dij > Dcc (8)

Controller redundancy routing via node-disjoint paths:
�
∑

k=0

∑

j∈V (i)

(

xskij − xskji
)

= tsi − a
s
i s ∈ N, i ∈ N (9)

�
∑

k=0

∑

j∈V (i)

(

uskij − uskji
)

= tsi − b
s
i s ∈ N, i ∈ N (10)

�
∑

k=0

∑

j∈V (i)

(

xskji + u
sk
ji

)

≤ 1 s ∈ N, i ∈ N∖{s} (11)

�
∑

k=0

∑

(i,j)∈A
dijx

sk
ij ≤ Dsc s ∈ N (12)

asi + b
s
i ≤ yi s ∈ N, i ∈ N∖{s} (13)

ass + b
s
s = 2ys s ∈ N (14)

∑

i∈N

(

asi + b
s
i
)

= 2 s ∈ N (15)

Link upgrade constraints:
xs0ij + x

s0
ji ≤ 1 − zkij s ∈ N, {i, j} ∈ E, k = 1, ..., � (16)

xskij + xskji ≤ zkij s ∈ N, {i, j} ∈ E, k = 1, ..., � (17)

us0ij + u
s0
ji ≤ 1 − zkij s ∈ N, {i, j} ∈ E, k = 1, ..., � (18)

uskij + uskji ≤ zkij s ∈ N, {i, j} ∈ E, k = 1, ..., � (19)
�
∑

k=0
zkij ≤ 1 {i, j} ∈ E (20)

Path availability guarantees:
�
∑

k=0

∑

{i,j}∈E

(

xskij + xskji
)

log(�kij) ≥ log(�p) s ∈ N (21)

�
∑

k=0

∑

{i,j}∈E

(

uskij + uskji
)

log(�kij) ≥ log(�b) s ∈ N (22)

Spanning tree constraints:
∑

j∈V (i)
(��ij − �

�
ji) =

{

1 i = �
0 i ≠ �

i ∈ N∖{�}, � ∈ N∖{�}(23)
�ij ≥ ��ij (i, j) ∈ A, � ∈ N∖{�} (24)
∑

j∈V (i)
�ij =

{

1 i ≠ �
0 i = � i ∈ N (25)

zkij ≤ �ij + �ji {i, j} ∈ E, k = 1, .., � (26)

Variable domain constraints:
yi ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ N (27)
xskij ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ N, (i, j) ∈ A, k = 0, ..., � (28)

uskij ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ N, (i, j) ∈ A, k = 0, ..., � (29)
asi ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ N, i ∈ N (30)
bsi ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ N, i ∈ N (31)
zkij ∈ {0, 1} {i, j} ∈ E, k = 1, ..., � (32)
�ij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ A (33)
��ij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ A, � ∈ N∖{�} (34)

The objective function given by (5) aims to minimize the 330

cost of upgrading the links in the spanning tree. 331

Constraint (6) guarantees that a given numberC of nodes 332

host controllers. Constraints (7) guarantee that for each node 333

s, there is a controller distanced at most Dsc (maximum SC 334

delay) from it. Constraints (8) guarantee that any two con- 335

trollers are distanced atmostDcc (maximumCCdelay) from 336

each other. 337

Constraints (9) are the flow conservation constraints for 338

the primary path of node s to its primary controller, located 339

at node i such that asi = 1. Constraints (10) are the flow 340

conservation constraints for the backup path of node s to its 341

backup controller, located at node i such that bsi = 1. Con- 342

straints (11) guarantee that the primary and backup paths are 343

node-disjoint. Constraints (12) guarantee that the primary 344

path length does not exceed Dsc . 345

Constraints (13) guarantee that any primary or backup 346

controller is placed in a controller node. Constraints (14) 347

guarantee that if node s is a controller node, then it is man- 348

aged by the controller deployed there. Constraints (15) guar- 349

antee that for each node s, there is a primary controller and 350

a backup controller. If node s is not a controller node, due 351

to constraints (13), the primary and backup controller nodes 352

must be distinct. 353

Constraints (16) guarantee that variables xs0ij are assigned 354

to the non-upgraded arcs of the primary path from node s to 355

its primary controller. Constraints (17) guarantee that vari- 356

ables xskij are assigned to the arcs of the primary path for 357

node s to its primary controller, that are upgraded to level 358

k = 1, ..., �. Constraints (18) guarantee that variables us0ij 359

are assigned to the non-upgraded arcs of the backup path 360

from node s to its backup controller. Constraints (19) guar- 361

antee that variables uskij are assigned to the arcs of the backup 362

path for node s to its backup controller, that are upgraded to 363

level k = 1, ..., �. Constraints (20) guarantee that each link 364

is upgraded to one and only one specific level k, or is not 365

upgraded at all. 366

Constraints (21) guarantee that the primary path of each 367

node to its primary controller has a minimum availability of 368

�p. Constraints (22) guarantee that the backup path of each 369

node to its backup controller has a minimum availability of 370

�b. Recall that in this work, we consider �p > �b and that 371

1 − (1 − �p)(1 − �b) ≥ �, i.e., to achieve an end-to-end 372

availability of at least �. 373
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Constraints (23) guarantee a routing path from any node374

� to the root node �. Constraints (24) account for the span-375

ning tree links given by the routing paths from � to �. Con-376

straints (25) guarantee a directed spanning tree towards the377

root node �. Constraints (26) guarantee that the upgraded378

links belong to the spanning tree.379

Finally, constraints (27)-(34) are the variable domain con-380

straints.381

We would like to point out that, the primary paths do382

not have to be on the spanning tree; otherwise we might not383

be able to ensure the SC delay is at most Dsc . The backup384

paths, each node-disjoint with the corresponding primary385

path, may use links of the upgrade subgraph if that is de-386

cisive to achieve the required path pair availability.387

Finally, we prune the spanning tree, in order to obtain388

the smallest connected improved subgraph contained in the389

spanning tree. After the ILP has been solved, we knowwhich390

links have been upgraded in the spanning tree. We check391

to see if any links connecting the leaves have not been up-392

graded. If so, we prune these links from the spanning tree393

and we repeat the pruning process on the new tree.394

5. Comparing ILP Formulations395

There are two ILP formulations that were used to define396

the joint optimization problem of controller placement and397

upgrading the link availability [17]-[18]. In [17], only one398

level of upgrade was considered, i.e. � = 1. It was as-399

sumed that the upgrade was given by the installation of a400

parallel link (alternative path) with the same availability as401

the original link. Therefore, in [17], the upgraded availabil-402

ity was given by a1ij = a0ij(2 − a
0
ij). Moreover, neither path403

nor controller redundancy were considered. Also, the up-404

graded links did not have to belong to any connected sub-405

graph. These simplifications led to a first and more naive406

formulation of the model. Besides the decision variables407

described in Section 4, consider the additional decision vari-408

ables:409

�sij binary variable that is 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A belongs to the410

path of node s to its controller, and 0 otherwise411

wsij binary variable that is 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A belongs to412

the path of node s to its controller and is upgraded (to413

level k = 1), i.e., wsij = xsij ⋅ z
1
ij414

In [18], several levels of upgrade were considered and415

the upgrade model follows the one described in Section 3,416

which is more realistic than the one used in [17]. This led417

to a more general and compact formulation for the problem,418

where variables �sij and w
s
ij were aggregated into the vari-419

ables xskij . This variable aggregation allowed for the avail-420

ability constraints to be expressed in the more general and421

compact form (4). In general, variable aggregation leads to422

a more efficient model, in terms of runtime. Moreover, in423

[18], path redundancy was considered: each node was guar-424

anteed to connect to its controller via a pair of node-disjoint425

paths. Moreover, the upgraded links were imposed to belong426

to a spanning tree subgraph.427

To compare the two formulations, consider the availabil- 428

ity link upgrade model described in Section 3, with only one 429

level of upgrade, i.e. � = 1. Neither path nor controller re- 430

dundancy is considered and the upgraded links do not need 431

to belong to any tree subgraph. Therefore, the problem is to 432

jointly optimize the controller placement and the availability 433

link upgrade, under delay and availability guarantees. Since, 434

there is only one path from each node to its controller, the 435

path availability guarantee is given by �. 436

The disaggregated ILPmodel, equivalent to the one used
in [17], is given by:

min
∑

{i,j}∈E
c1ijz

1
ij

s.t.

(6) − (8), (27), (30)
∑

j∈V (i)

(

�sij − �
s
ji

)

= tsi − a
s
i s ∈ N, i ∈ N (35)

∑

(i,j)∈A
dij�

s
ij ≤ Dsc s ∈ N (36)

ass = ys s ∈ N (37)
asi ≤ yi s ∈ N, i ∈ N (38)

z1ij ≤
∑

s∈N

(

�sij + �
s
ji

)

{i, j} ∈ E (39)

z1ji = z1ij {i, j} ∈ E (40)

wsij ≤ �sij s ∈ N, (i, j) ∈ A (41)

wsij ≤ z1ij s ∈ N, (i, j) ∈ A (42)

wsij ≥ �sij + z
1
ij − 1 s ∈ N, (i, j) ∈ A (43)

∑

{i,j}∈A

[

�sij log(�
0
ij) +w

s
ij

(

log(�1ij) − log(�0ij)
)]

≥ log(�)

s ∈ N (44)
�sij , w

s
ij ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ N, (i, j) ∈ A (45)

z1ij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ A (46)

Recall that there is only one level of upgrade, i.e., � = 1. 437

As in (5), the objective function aims to minimize the cost 438

of the upgraded links. 439

Constraints (35) are the flow conservation constraints of 440

each node to its controller. Constraints (36) guarantee that 441

the control paths do not exceed Dsc . Constraints (38) guar- 442

antee that any destination of a control path is placed in a 443

controller node. Constraints (37) guarantee that if node s is 444

a controller node, it is managed by the controller deployed 445

there. These constraints are the equivalent to (9), (12)-(14), 446

without controller redundancy. 447

Constraints (39) guarantee that the upgraded arcs serve 448

at least one control path. Constraints (40) account for both 449

arcs of a link, meaning that if one arc is upgraded, then the 450

arc in the opposite direction is upgraded too. This results in 451

the corresponding link being upgraded. 452

Constraints (41)-(43) are the linearization constraints for 453

wsij = �sij ⋅ z
1
ij . The variables wsij are auxiliary variables 454
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# var Aggreg |N|

2 + 4|E| ⋅ |N| + |N| + |E|
Disagg |N|

2 + 4|E| ⋅ |N| + |N| + 2|E|

# cons Aggreg 1 + 3|N|

2 + 3|N| + 2|E| ⋅ |N|

Disagg 1 + 3|N|

3 + 3|N| + 2|E| + 6|E| ⋅ |N|

Table 1
Number of variables and constraints for the disaggregated and
aggregated models

used to define constraints (44). These constraints result from455

the linearization of the availability constraints (see details in456

[17]), which guarantee that the control paths have availabil-457

ity values of at least �.458

The equivalent aggregated ILP model is given by:
∑

{i,j}∈E
c1ijz

1
ij

s.t.

(6) − (9), (12), (37) − (38), (16) − (17)
(27) − (28), (30), (32)
1
∑

k=0

∑

{i,j}∈E

(

xskij + xskji
)

log(�kij) ≥ log(�) s ∈ N (47)

In Table 1, the total number of variables (# var) and total459

number of constraints (# cons) are shown for both the disag-460

gregatedmodel (Disagg) and aggregatedmodel (Aggreg). In461

both models, variables yi and asi are present which account462

forN and |N|

2 variables, respectively. Additionally, the dis-463

aggregated model makes use of variables �sij and auxiliary464

variables wsij which together account for 4|E| ⋅ |N| vari-465

ables. In turn, the aggregated model makes use of variables466

xskij with k = 0, 1, also accounting for 4|E| ⋅ |N| variables.467

However, for the aggregated model variables z1ij are defined468

for {i, j} ∈ E, while in the disaggregated model they are469

defined for (i, j) ∈ A. Therefore, the disaggregated model470

has 2|E| more variables than its aggregated counterpart.471

Concerning the number of constraints, note that bothmod-472

els use the CPP constraints (6)-(8) which accounts for at473

most 1+|N|

2+|N|⋅(|N|−1) constraints. They both also use474

the primary controller allocation constraints (37)-(38) which475

account for |N|

2 + |N| constraints. The flow conservation476

(9) or (35), and primary path delay constraints (12) or (36),477

account for a total of |N|

2+|N| constraints. The target avail-478

ability constraints (44) or (47) account for |N| constraints.479

The remaining constraints linking variables z1ij to the flow480

variables �sij or x
sk
ij , account for a total of 2|E|+ 6|E| ⋅ |N|481

constraints in the disaggregated model and only 2|E| ⋅ |N|482

constraints in the aggregated one (for the total number of483

constraints, please refer to Table 1).484

The computational results presented in Section 7.1 show485

that the aggregated model is more efficient to find the opti-486

mal solutions, in terms of runtime as expected from Table 1.487

6. Heuristic Method488

In [17], a heuristic was proposed to solve the CPP and489

link upgrade problem. The heuristic consisted in two steps.490

The first step was to solve an ILP problem only for the con- 491

troller placement under delay requirements. The second step, 492

was solving the joint ILP problem, but fixing the controller 493

placements given by the first step. 494

In this work, the problem considers that each node con- 495

nects also to a backup controller via a node-disjoint path to 496

the primary control path. Moreover, the upgraded links are 497

required to belong to a tree subgraph. Given these particular- 498

ities, the above mentioned heuristic performs poorly for our 499

problem. Therefore, we propose a heuristic that also con- 500

sists of two steps. In the first step, the optimization model 501

(5)-(34) is solved, but considering that either the links are 502

not upgraded (level 0) or the links are upgraded all the way 503

to level k = �. The intermediate levels k = 1, ..., � − 1 are 504

not considered at this stage. The first step provides us with 505

a ‘good enough’ controller placement solution. 506

Hence, in the second step, the optimizationmodel is solved 507

for k = 0, 1, ..., �, but with fixed controller placements given 508

by the first step. This phase optimizes the spanning tree and 509

upgrade cost for that particular CPP solution. As for the ex- 510

act method, the spanning tree is then pruned to discard un- 511

necessary non-upgraded links. 512

The computational results presented in Section 7.3 show 513

that the heuristic is a good compromise, when the exactmethod 514

becomes computationally impractical. 515

7. Computational Results 516

In this section, several computational results are presented. 517

The first computational results that are put forward and dis- 518

cussed refer to Section 5, where the two ILP formulations are 519

compared. Then, the computational results for the joint op- 520

timization model proposed in Section 4, are presented and 521

discussed. These results are compared with those in [18], 522

to compare the gains in terms of upgrade costs of having 523

either path redundancy to the primary controller, or hav- 524

ing path redundancy to a primary and a backup controller 525

(controller redundancy). A brief analysis between path ver- 526

sus controller redundancy is also present in [19], where we 527

focused mainly on the performance of the geodiverse solu- 528

tions. Finally, comparison between the solutions and run- 529

times of the joint optimization ILP model with the heuristic 530

method described in Section 6, are discussed. The computa- 531

tional results show that the heuristic is a good compromise 532

when the joint optimization ILP model becomes impractical 533

to obtain the optimal solutions. 534

We have considered five networks from SNDlib [31] for 535

the test instances, whose topologies are shown in Fig. 2. The 536

characteristics for these networks are summarized in Table 537

2, which shows the number of nodes, the number of links, 538

the average node degree and the graph diameter (in km) for 539

each network. The graph diameter of a network, Dg , is the 540

longest shortest path between any two nodes of the network. 541

All the exact and heuristic methods were implemented in 542

C/C++, using the Callable libraries of CPLEX 12.8 to solve 543

the ILP models. All instances were run in an 8 core Intel 544

Core i7 PC with 64 GB of RAM, running at 3.6 GHz. 545
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 2: Graphs of the networks (a) polska, (b) nobel_germany, (c) janos_us, (d)
cost266, (e) germany50

Network #nodes #links avg deg diameter [km]
polska 12 18 3.00 811

nobel_germany 17 26 3.06 790
janos_us 26 42 3.23 4690
cost266 37 57 3.08 4032

germany50 50 88 3.52 934

Table 2
Characteristics of the networks

7.1. Comparing ILP Formulations546

To compare the disaggregated and aggregated models547

described in Section 5, we have considered the three larger548

SNDlib networks of Table 2: janos_us, cost266 and ger-549

many50. The polska and nobel_germany networks are too550

small to render significant differences in the runtimes of the551

models.552

Recall that to compare both formulations, we only con-553

sider one level of upgrade � = 1 and neither path nor con-554

troller redundancy is considered. The computational results555

are shown in Table 3. For janos_us and cost266 the required556

availability was � = 0.9965 due to their large graph di-557

ameter, while for germany50 the required availability was558

� = 0.999. The tables show for each instance the Dsc and559

Dcc values considered which are given as percentages of560

the graph diameter Dg [13, 17, 18]. We assumed Dsc to561

be 30%, 35% and 40%, while Dcc was chosen as 60%, 65%562

and 70% of Dg , for all networks. The number of controllers563

C was chosen to be the minimum possible for each pair of564

(Dsc , Dcc) values.565

The tables show the optimal value of the cost upgrade566

(column ‘cost’) and the number of upgraded links (column567

‘#upg’). These values are the same for both models. The568

runtimes (in seconds) for the aggregated and disaggregated569

models are shown in columns ‘ta(s)’ and ‘td(s)’, respectively.570

The total runtime for each method is shown in the last row571

for each network.572

It is clear for all instances, that the aggregated model is573

faster in obtaining the optimal solutions when compared to574

the disaggregated one. Although for janos_us, the times are575

small for both models, the total runtime results in a reduction576

of a tenth for the aggregated model. The differences become577

network Dsc Dcc C cost #upg ta(s) td(s)

ja
no

s_
us

�
=
0.
99
65 30%

60% 4 6624.41 16 1.11 0.23
65% 4 6065.73 14 1.19 0.32
70% 4 6065.73 14 1.59 0.35

35%
60% 4 6624.41 16 1.33 0.23
65% 4 6065.73 14 2.45 0.28
70% 4 6065.73 14 3.88 0.31

40%
60% 4 6624.41 16 1.89 0.23
65% 4 6065.73 14 2.77 0.28
70% 4 6065.73 14 7.31 0.30

23.52 2.53
co
st
26

6
�
=
0.
99
65 30%

60% 4 5100.87 16 4.08 1.11
65% 4 4845.10 16 11.37 2.01
70% 4 4845.10 16 16.17 2.62

35%
60% 4 5100.87 16 14.54 1.84
65% 4 4845.10 16 21.77 3.51
70% 4 4845.10 16 43.28 5.41

40%
60% 4 5100.87 16 25.45 2.35
65% 4 4845.10 16 59.08 6.20
70% 4 4845.10 16 64.35 8.99

260.08 34.04

ge
rm

an
y5
0

�
=
0.
99
9

30%
60% 4 1347.48 21 519.55 18.38
65% 4 1238.65 20 141.10 19.36
70% 4 1131.22 18 229.26 30.65

35%
60% 4 1110.42 19 2986.46 65.46
65% 4 987.04 16 2714.66 92.89
70% 3 2224.31 37 408.82 18.42

40%
60% 4 1110.42 19 4647.76 727.78
65% 4 987.04 16 8668.96 913.30
70% 3 2193.12 36 14534.52 72.12

34851.09 1958.36

Table 3
Comparison of runtimes for the disaggregated and aggregated
models.

more significant for cost266, where the aggregated model 578

obtains the optimal solution under 10 seconds for each in- 579

stance. For germany50, the disaggregated model becomes 580

computationally too expensive, while the aggregated model 581

can still find the optimal solution in reasonable runtime. 582

7.2. Joint Optimization of Controller Placement 583

and Spine Upgrade 584

The joint optimization ILP model (5)-(34) was tested for 585

polska, nobel _germany and janos_us. Since path redun- 586

dancy without backup controllers was addressed in [18], and 587

the computational results were reported for polska and no- 588

bel_germany, we compare these results with the ones we ob- 589
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tain with controller redundancy. Therefore, we have cho-590

sen (Dsc , Dcc) to be (35%,70%) and (40%,75%) for polska,591

(35%,65%) and (40%,70%) for nobel_germany, and (35%,592

60%) and (40%,65%) for janos_us.593

The number of controllers is incremented from the min-594

imum possible number to the maximum possible. The min-595

imum and maximum numbers are determined by Dsc and596

Dcc , respectively. While a minimum number of controllers597

must exist so that the SC delays do not exceed Dsc , a maxi-598

mum number of controllers is dictated by the fact that the CC599

delays cannot exceed Dcc . Minimizing the upgrade cost for600

each possible value of C , provides us with the Pareto front601

for the problem of minimizing the number of controllers and602

minimizing the upgrade cost. We show the trade-off between603

the number of controllers and the upgrade cost, for the net-604

work operator to weigh the benefits of each solution.605

APareto or nondominated solution is a solution such that606

any other solution to the problem which has a smaller num-607

ber of controllers must have a greater upgrade cost, or such608

that any other solution with a smaller upgrade cost must have609

a greater number of controllers. In other words, a nondomi-610

nated solution is such that it is not possible to improve both611

objectives simultaneously even further.612

For all the networks, we have consideredminimum avail-613

ability values for the primary paths given by �p = 0.999, and614

for the backup paths given by �b = 0.99, to achieve end-to-615

end availabilities of at least � = 0.99999. To obtain the re-616

quired availabilities, we have considered � = 4 levels of link617

upgrade. In each level k = 1, ..., �, the link unavailability is618

reduced by a factor of " = 0.5.619

The computational results are shown in Tables 4, 5 and620

6 for polska, nobel_germany and janos_us, respectively. For621

polska and nobel_germany, the controller redundancy solu-622

tion is compared with the path redundancy solution reported623

in [18]. The tables show theDsc , Dcc and C values for each624

instance. The following columns show the results for the625

solution of our optimization problem with controller redun-626

dancy: column ‘cost’ shows the upgrade cost, column ‘t(s)’627

shows the runtime in seconds, and the following columns628

show the total number of upgraded links (column ‘total’),629

and the number of links upgraded to each level k = 1, 2, 3, 4.630

The final columns in Tables 4 and 5, show the results for the631

solution with path redundancy.632

In Table 4, for polska, we can see that the upgrade cost633

of having controller redundancy is smaller than the cost of634

having only path redundancy. Since controller redundancy635

also protects against node failures, not just link failures, it636

is desirable to choose controller redundancy. Even more so,637

since the link availability upgrade is cheaper for controller638

redundancy. Surprisingly, the controller redundancy prob-639

lem is easier to solve than path redundancy alone, as shown640

by the runtimes.641

The values marked with an asterisk (*), indicate the non-642

dominated solutions for each case. Recall that the nondom-643

inated solutions are such that no other solution can have a644

lower number of controllers and upgrade cost simultaneously.645

In general, increasing the number of controllers will allow646

the upgrade cost to decrease. Indeed, note that in Table 4 647

that the upgrade cost decreases as the number of controllers 648

increases. However, after a certain number of controllers 649

are deployed, the upgrade cost does not decrease further for 650

most of the instances. Also the most significant cost reduc- 651

tions occur when the number of controllers is still small. As 652

the number of controllers increases, the cost reduction be- 653

comes less significant or stalls altogether. Since we want to 654

keep the number of controllers small, this confirms that we 655

do not have to deploy many controllers to have a good trade- 656

off between the upgrade cost and the number of controllers. 657

Note that in general, when the cost decreases, the total 658

number of upgraded links also decreases. However, this is 659

not always the case. For Dsc = 35% and Dcc = 70%, the 660

path redundancy solutions show a decrease in cost from 4 661

to 5 controllers, while the total number of upgraded links 662

is 9 for both. We can see that the more costly solution has 663

two links upgraded to level k = 4, while for the cheaper 664

solution none of the links are upgraded to level k = 4. This 665

is consistent with the cost function given by (3), which grows 666

exponentially with the level upgrade. Also note that from 6 667

to 7 controllers, there is a cost reduction but the number of 668

upgraded links actually increases from 8 to 9. This is due to 669

the greater link lengths involved in the more costly solution. 670

Similar observations can be drawn from Table 5, for no- 671

bel_germany. In this network, it is more noticeable the dif- 672

ference in the runtimes for the controller redundancy prob- 673

lem, and for the path redundancy alone. Once again, includ- 674

ing controller redundancymakes the problem easier to solve. 675

Note that for path redundancywithDsc = 35% andDcc = 676

65%, deploying more than 9 controllers actually incurs in an 677

increase in the cost upgrade (values shown in bold). This 678

is due to the fact that the 9 controller placements cannot 679

serve 10 controllers, because of the Dcc requirement. Con- 680

sequently, the controllers are repositioned leading to higher 681

distances for a few switches and, thus, forcing the link up- 682

grade cost to increase. 683

Another interesting observation is that for C = 2, the 684

controller redundancy solution ismore expensive. Since only 685

2 controllers are deployed in the network, each switch must 686

connect to both, one as primary and one as backup. This 687

leads to very large backup paths, forcing the upgrade cost to 688

increase. 689

For this network, we also see some cases where the de- 690

crease in cost is not accompanied by a decrease in the total 691

number of upgraded links. For example, when Dsc = 35% 692

and Dcc = 65%, we can see that the number of upgraded 693

links actually increased from 14 to 16, when going from 2 to 694

3 controllers, although the cost reduced significantly. Note 695

that the more costly solution has 6 links upgraded to level 696

k = 4, while the cheaper solution has 2 more upgraded links 697

but all upgraded to levels k < 4. 698

For janos_us we only show the solutions for our con- 699

troller redundant problem in Table 6. Note that the obser- 700

vations made for the trade-off between the number of con- 701

trollers and the cost also hold for janos_us. The cost reduc- 702

tion is more significant when the number of controllers is 703
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Controller redundancy Path redundancy

Dsc Dcc C cost t(s) no. upg links cost t(s) no. upg links
total 1 2 3 4 total 1 2 3 4

35% 70%

3 2263.82* 0.97 10 5 3 2 0 5054.43* 43.69 11 1 0 3 7
4 1484.03* 0.96 9 7 2 0 0 2995.09* 59.39 9 2 1 4 2
5 1097.25* 0.56 6 5 1 0 0 2469.68* 43.28 9 2 5 2 0
6 936.44* 0.30 5 4 1 0 0 2299.17* 6.66 8 2 4 2 0
7 832.47* 0.20 4 3 1 0 0 2266.59* 3.60 9 3 3 3 0
8 832.47 0.17 4 3 1 0 0 2266.59 2.08 9 3 3 3 0
9 – 0.02 – – 0.05 – – – – –

3.18 158.75

40% 75%

3 1977.55* 4.81 11 7 4 0 0 3695.86* 252.18 11 2 2 7 0
4 1384.91* 2.49 8 7 1 0 0 2635.35* 106.75 9 3 1 5 0
5 1035.56* 0.81 5 4 1 0 0 2299.17* 40.43 8 2 4 2 0
6 845.64* 0.39 4 3 1 0 0 2143.90* 30.69 8 3 3 2 0
7 727.80* 0.35 3 2 1 0 0 1958.83* 5.40 6 2 0 4 0
8 727.80 0.30 3 2 1 0 0 1829.91* 3.16 5 1 0 4 0
9 727.80 0.19 3 2 1 0 0 1795.25* 0.69 5 0 2 3 0
10 – 0.02 – – 0.03 – – – – –

9.35 439.30

Table 4
Computational results for polska network with availability requirements given by �p = 0.999
and �b = 0.99

still small and from a certain of number of controllers, the704

cost does not decrease anymore. For this network, the run-705

times become very large, when Dsc = 40% and Dcc = 65%,706

rendering the joint optimization ILP model impractical for707

larger networks. In fact, for Dsc = 40% and Dcc = 70%, the708

ILP model could not retrieve the optimal solution for C = 2709

after 2 days.710

7.3. Heuristic Method711

The heuristic method was also implemented and tested.712

The computational results are shown in Tables 7 and 8 for713

nobel_germany and janos_us, respectively. The values in714

bold indicate that the heuristic found the optimal cost and/or715

the optimal number of upgraded links. The values in italic716

indicate that the heuristic found a solution with higher cost717

than the optimal one, but with a total number of upgraded718

links less than the optimal.719

For nobel_germany, we can see in Table 7, that the heur-720

sitic obtained solutions much faster than the exact method.721

Note that the total runtime for the heuristic is 25 seconds722

compared to 423 seconds whenDsc = 35% andDcc = 65%,723

and 47 seconds compared to 1884 seconds whenDsc = 40%724

and Dcc = 70%.725

We can also see that the heuristic found the optimal so-726

lution for 9, 10 and 11 controllers with Dsc = 35% and727

Dcc = 65%, and for 12 controllers with Dsc = 40% and728

Dcc = 70%. However, although it did not find the optimal729

solution, it did find a solution with the same total number730

of upgraded links for 2 controllers with Dsc = 35% and731

Dcc = 65%, and for 7 controllers with Dsc = 40% and732

Dcc = 70%. In the former case, we can see that for the733

heuristic there are 8 links upgraded to level k = 4 and only 2734

links upgraded to level k = 2, while in the optimal solution735

there are only 6 links upgraded to level k = 4 and 4 links736

upgraded to level k = 2. 737

Moreover, the heuristic also foundmore costly solutions, 738

but with a smaller number of upgraded links for 3, 4 an 5 739

controllers with Dsc = 35% and Dcc = 65%, and for 2 and 740

3 controllers with Dsc = 40% and Dcc = 70%. 741

For janos_us, we can see in Table 8, that the heuristic 742

is able to find solutions in reasonable runtimes, while the 743

exact method struggles for Dsc = 40% and Dcc = 65%. 744

Note that for all instances with Dsc = 35% and Dcc = 60%, 745

the heuristic is able to find either the optimal solution, or a 746

more costly solution but with the optimal total number of 747

upgraded links. This is also true for some cases of Dsc = 748

40% and Dcc = 65%. For all the other cases, the heuristic 749

found a more costly solution, but where the total number of 750

upgraded links is indeed smaller. These observations show 751

that the heuristic is a good compromise between optimality 752

and runtime. 753

8. Conclusions 754

In this paper, we have addressed the controller placement 755

and spine design problem, considering delay and availability 756

guaranteeswhile imposing that each switch connects to a pri- 757

mary and to a backup controller, via a pair of node-disjoint 758

paths. This framework offers resiliency against single link or 759

node failures, as well as resiliency against controller failures, 760

while guaranteeing the required control plane performance 761

and availability guarantees. 762

An ILP model was proposed in [19] for the more com- 763

plex variant of this work considering geodiversity. It is pos- 764

sible to obtain a simplified version for controller redundancy 765

when assuming zero geodiversity. The clean version of the 766

ILP model considering controller redundancy specifically, 767

was presented in this paper. 768
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Controller redundancy Path redundancy

Dsc Dcc C cost t(s) no. upg links cost t(s) no. upg links
total 1 2 3 4 total 1 2 3 4

35% 65%

2 4187.30* 21.434 14 2 4 2 6 3076.88* 170.983 15 5 6 3 1
3 2116.87* 126.34 16 5 9 2 0 2682.48* 14994.96 16 8 6 2 0
4 1583.15* 136.19 15 11 3 1 0 2068.35* 696.95 14 7 6 1 0
5 1215.09* 96.94 13 10 2 1 0 1477.79* 131.70 10 5 4 1 0
6 986.35* 28.50 8 4 3 1 0 1337.08* 12.30 9 5 3 1 0
7 894.85* 3.74 6 4 1 1 0 1337.08 11.97 9 5 3 1 0
8 894.85 3.65 6 4 1 1 0 1337.08 23.16 9 5 3 1 0
9 894.85 4.23 6 4 1 1 0 1337.08 16.06 9 5 3 1 0
10 894.85 0.83 6 4 1 1 0 1556.12 4.36 9 6 2 1 0
11 894.85 1.21 6 4 1 1 0 1556.12 4.06 9 6 2 1 0
12 – 0.05 – – 0.12 – – – – –

423.104 16066.613

40% 70%

2 3419.29* 227.192 16 3 3 8 2 3076.88* 1093.335 15 5 6 3 1
3 2116.87* 379.94 16 5 9 2 0 2672.08* 2508.29 12 5 3 4 0
4 1518.69* 389.14 10 5 4 1 0 2068.35* 3379.28 14 7 6 1 0
5 1110.42* 607.85 12 9 3 0 0 1477.79* 627.54 10 5 4 1 0
6 817.22* 235.29 8 6 2 0 0 1165.87* 141.77 7 1 5 1 0
7 585.71* 36.20 6 4 2 0 0 955.85* 51.20 7 2 5 0 0
8 438.76* 5.44 5 3 2 0 0 886.54* 8.55 7 3 4 0 0
9 347.27* 0.75 3 3 0 0 0 817.22* 8.95 6 2 4 0 0
10 347.27 0.79 3 3 0 0 0 817.22 9.96 6 2 4 0 0
11 347.27 0.83 3 3 0 0 0 817.22 7.50 6 2 4 0 0
12 347.27 0.58 3 3 0 0 0 817.22 2.24 6 2 4 0 0
13 – 0.04 – – 0.14 – – – – –

1884.026 7838.744

Table 5
Computational results for nobel_germany network with availability requirements given by
�p = 0.999 and �b = 0.99

The ILP model allows the network operators to obtain a769

set of solutions representing the trade-off between the num-770

ber of controllers and the upgrade cost. In general, as the771

number of controllers increases, the upgrade cost decreases.772

However, it is desirable from the control plane perspective773

to have a small number of controllers to minimize intercon-774

troller communication overhead.775

We compared two ILP formulations for the simplest form776

of the controller placement and availability link upgrade prob-777

lem, and showed that the formulation used in our model is778

more efficient. Even so, for medium-sized networks, our779

joint optimization model considering controller redundancy780

begins to struggle. Therefore, we proposed a heuristicmethod781

that has proven to be a good compromise, when the exact ILP782

becomes impractical. We have seen that when the heuristic783

is not able to find the optimal solution, it often finds a slightly784

more costly solution, with a number of upgraded links iden-785

tical to or lower than that of the optimal solution.786

Appendix787

Proposition 1. The linearized expression related to the avail-
ability of the primary path of node s, assuming links can be
upgraded up to � levels, can be expressed as

s =
∑

(i,j)∈A

�
∑

k=0
xskij log(�

k
ij) (4)

Proof. The availability of the primary path of node s, i.e., of
the routing path from s to its primary controller, assuming
links can be upgraded up to � levels, is given by

s =
∏

(i,j)∈A∶
xs0ij =1

�0ij
∏

(i,j)∈A∶
xs1ij =1

�1ij⋯
∏

(i,j)∈A∶
xs�ij =1

��ij

By the binary nature of variables xskij , it is possible to
show that

s=
∏

(i,j)∈A

�
∏

k=0

[

xskij �
k
ij +

(

1 − xskij
)]

=
∏

(i,j)∈A

�
∏

k=0

[

1 − xskij
(

1 − �kij
)]

Applying logarithms to linearize the expressions, results
in

log(s) =
∑

(i,j)∈A

�
∑

k=0
log

[

1 − xskij
(

1 − �kij
)]

Due to the binary nature of variables xskij , it is possible to
show that log(s) = s. In fact, by definition of variables
xskij , for each {i, j} ∈ E, there is one and only one kij ∈
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Dsc = 35% Dcc = 60% Dsc = 40% Dcc = 65%

C cost t(s) no. upg links cost t(s) no. upg links
total 1 2 3 4 total 1 2 3 4

3 25451.67* 226.28 23 0 9 11 3 25211.15* 23384.93 24 0 7 13 4
4 22812.86* 639.76 22 0 10 11 1 21081.38* 3875.96 22 0 8 10 4
5 20391.00* 288.22 21 1 8 11 1 18789.14* 8021.01 21 1 8 10 2
6 18736.46* 222.36 20 1 11 7 1 16907.25* 1466.03 20 1 8 9 2
7 17659.31* 45.60 19 2 10 6 1 15687.31* 790.97 19 2 9 7 1
8 16809.51* 106.79 18 2 9 6 1 14787.60* 498.79 18 2 8 7 1
9 16015.16* 27.20 17 2 8 6 1 13937.80* 275.26 17 2 7 7 1
10 15302.61* 9.64 16 2 7 6 1 13225.25* 43.81 16 2 6 7 1
11 14793.84* 8.62 15 2 6 6 1 12716.48* 67.65 15 2 5 7 1
12 14292.00* 8.22 14 2 5 6 1 12214.64* 18.74 14 2 4 7 1
13 13806.80* 5.56 13 2 4 6 1 11729.44* 17.30 13 2 3 7 1
14 13603.71* 3.61 12 1 4 6 1 11505.55* 9.09 11 1 5 2 3
15 13603.71 3.00 12 1 4 6 1 11020.35* 7.82 10 1 4 2 3
16 – 0.10 – 10544.85* 2.87 9 1 3 2 3
17 10341.76* 2.04 8 0 3 2 3
18 10341.76 2.01 8 0 3 2 3
19 – 1.38 –

1594.93 38485.66

Table 6
Computational results for janos_us network with availability requirements given by �p =
0.999 and �b = 0.99

Dsc = 35% Dcc = 65% Dsc = 40% Dcc = 70%

C cost t(s) no. upg links cost t(s) no. upg links
total 1 2 3 4 total 1 2 3 4

2 4338.41 2.81 14 2 2 2 8 4338.41 5.71 14 2 2 2 8
3 2360.86 4.56 13 3 5 5 0 2447.50 8.24 14 4 8 2 0
4 1678.11 5.08 13 6 7 0 0 1652.46 9.88 11 6 5 0 0
5 1269.85 3.39 12 7 5 0 0 1208.85 13.64 13 11 1 1 0
6 1127.06 2.57 10 5 5 0 0 1078.54 4.16 10 8 1 1 0
7 969.71 1.54 8 6 2 0 0 663.34 1.05 6 6 0 0 0
8 1037.64 1.72 8 6 1 1 0 935.06 1.87 6 5 1 0 0
9 894.85 1.32 6 4 1 1 0 494.21 0.61 4 4 0 0 0
10 894.85 0.93 6 4 1 1 0 562.84 0.89 5 5 0 0 0
11 894.85 1.22 6 4 1 1 0 520.55 0.64 4 4 0 0 0
12 – 0.03 – 347.27 0.59 3 3 0 0 0
13 – 0.02 –

25.16 47.29

Table 7
Heuristic method results for nobel_germany network

{1, ..., �} such that xskijij = 1. So,

log(s)=
∑

(i,j)∈A
log

[

1 −
(

1 − �
skij
ij

)]

=
∑

(i,j)∈A
log

(

�
skij
ij

)

= s
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